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ABSTRACT
The 4th industrial revolution entails new levels of data driven value chain organization and management. In industrial environments, the optimization of whole production lines based on machine learning algorithms allow to generate huge business value. Still, one of the open challenges is how to process the collected data as close to the data sources as possible. To fill this gap, this paper presents an OpenTOSCA-based toolchain that is capable of automatically provisioning Apache Flink as a holistic analytics environment altogether with specialized machine learning algorithms. This stack can be deployed as close to the production line as possible to enable data driven optimization. Further, we demonstrate how the analytics stack can be modeled based on TOSCA to be automatically provisioned considering specific mock services to simulate machine metering in the development phase of the algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
New endeavors to employ smart analytics in manufacturing in order to optimize whole production lines and processes are condensed in the 4th industrial revolution. Machinery are treated as cyber-physical systems, which means that they act, on the one hand, as data sources that hold metering data about specific production stages available. On the other hand, they may also act as actuators that can be controlled to influence the processing of workpieces. One major ambition in terms of the 4th industrial revolution is to leverage the power of Data Science and Machine Learning techniques in order to identify statistical patterns from sensor data and corresponding meta-information to anticipate future machine states. This enables to automatically detect failures and inaccuracies in the process of production to automatically adapt configurations and adjustments of the machinery. At least decision support on how to manually optimize the production process shall be provided in situations, which are not appropriate for fully automatic adaptations of the machinery. To realize such automated analysis scenarios, an analytics platform along with machine learning algorithms have to be provisioned in a technical infrastructure – typically in the form of a cloud environment. Especially in the development phase of the algorithms, where metering of machines often has to be mocked by specific data mock services, the fully automated provisioning of the analytics stack can increase the efficiency in terms of providing rapid prototypes and fast development cycles. But also in the state of production, fully automated provisioning of analytics stacks can increase the efficiency to adapt algorithms or to provide new relevant ones to quickly react to new production requirements and optimization initiatives.

Apache Flink\(^1\) is a batch and stream processing platform that can be used to compute metering data for optimizing whole production lines. It can be used to deploy and run analytics algorithms implemented in different programming languages, such as Java, Scala and Python. Besides distributing workload over a cluster of compute nodes Apache Flink also supports local computations in a single virtual machine.

This paper shows how an analytics stack based on Apache Flink along with analytics algorithms implemented in Python can be fully automatically provisioned using OpenTOSCA [1], a toolchain based on the TOSCA standard [4].

SCENARIO – PREDICTION AND MOCKED DATA DELIVERY SERVICES FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
For a data-driven approach in industrial applications it is important to consider the context of a specific data source. For this purpose, prediction and delivery services communicate via Full-Metadata Format (FMF) files, which combine data source-specific meta-information with tabular measurement data [5]. The prediction service specifies the data, which are needed for its computations, as FMF file header, which is
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\(^1\) [https://flink.apache.org](https://flink.apache.org)
provided to the delivery service. The delivery service identifies the requested information, retrieves them from the related cyber-physical systems, appends the requested data as CSV table to the FMF file header and provides the result to the prediction service. For this demo, the delivery service mocking the measurement by simulating time series from a stochastic process [3, p. 164], from which the prediction service computes a simple forecast via Flink and provides the result as FMF file to the delivery service.

OVERVIEW ON TOSCA
The structure of the analytics stack is represented by means of a so called topology model on basis of the TOSCA standard [4]. The topology model is a node and edge colored graph. Its components are modeled by node templates, while the relations between the components are represented by relationship templates. Enabling to populate a topology model with different types of components and their specific dependencies, arbitrary node types and relationship types can be defined. The actual component implementations, i.e., executables such as Python scripts or binaries a component is made of, can be provided by means of so called deployment artifacts and related to the respective node template that represents the component. Management capabilities of components are exposed by management operations, which are attached by means of implementation artifacts. The whole analytics stack can be bundled in a self-contained archive using the TOSCA packaging format, which is called Cloud Service Archive (CSAR).

AUTOMATED DEPLOYMENT DEMONSTRATION
The topology model representing the analytics stack of our scenario is depicted in Fig. 1. In the shown topology the analytics tools and algorithms should be provisioned on a virtual machine hosted on vSphere2 with the Linux distribution Ubuntu 14.04 running on it. Of course, the stack can also be provisioned on other hypervisor platforms, e.g., OpenStack3, by only exchanging the corresponding node template. On Ubuntu, the analytics platform Apache Flink as well as Python 2.7 – which is a required dependency of the Python applications modelled in the topology – should be installed. Therefore, the Ubuntu node has an implementation artifact implemented as Web application ARChive (WAR) that exposes management operations in order to transfer files to the virtual machine or to run scripts on it using a SSH connection. The needed information are either specified directly in the topology model by means of properties, such as the credentials for SSH, or are determined during runtime, as for instance the IP-address of the virtual machine. In this scenario, we use the so called local setup of Apache Flink to run the instance of the analytics stack on a single machine. To install Apache Flink, the node exposes the management operation install, which is implemented using Ansible4. Moreover, all required dependencies like the analysis libraries sklearn5 and pandas6 are installed on the virtual machine together with Flink. However, with TOSCA it is also possible to model all dependencies as separate nodes. On the top of the analytics stack are (i) the DeliveryService for simulating incoming metering data and (ii) the Prediction-Service for analyzing this data that should be processed with Flink. Both services are implemented as Python applications. The corresponding implementations are attached as deployment artifacts to the respective node templates, hence, the implementations can easily be exchanged.

For the deployment of the described topology, we use OpenTOSCA [1], an open-source implementation of the TOSCA standard. OpenTOSCA allows the automatic provisioning and management of applications. Therefore, OpenTOSCA includes a plan generator [2], that can analyze the topology and generate a BPEL workflow describing the order of the management operations needed to be executed to provision the modeled application stack. The generated workflow is automatically deployed on a workflow engine (WSO2 BPS7) and executed by OpenTOSCA. OpenTOSCA as well as the shown TOSCA topology are publicly available8.
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